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Observer-Based Tuning of Two-Inertia Servo-Drive
Systems With Integrated SAW Torque Transducers
Timothy M. O’Sullivan, Christopher M. Bingham, Member, IEEE, and Nigel Schofield

Abstract—This paper proposes controller design and tuning
methodologies that facilitate the rejection of periodic load-side
disturbances applied to a torsional mechanical system while simultaneously compensating for the observer’s inherent phase delay.
This facilitates the use of lower-bandwidth practically realizable
disturbance observers. The merits of implementing full- and
reduced-order observers are investigated, with the latter being
implemented with a new low-cost servo-machine-integrated highbandwidth torque-sensing device based on surface acoustic wave
(SAW) technology. Specifically, the authors’ previous work based
on proportional–integral–derivative (PID) and resonance ratio
control (RRC) controllers (IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron., vol. 53,
no. 4, pp. 1226–1237, Aug. 2006) is augmented with observer
disturbance feedback. It is shown that higher-bandwidth disturbance observers are required to maximize disturbance attenuation
over the low-frequency band (as well as the desired rejection frequency), thereby attenuating a wide range of possible frequencies.
In such cases, therefore, it is shown that the RRC controller is
the preferred solution since it can employ significantly higher
observer bandwidth, when compared to PID counterparts, by
virtue of reduced noise sensitivity. Furthermore, it is demonstrated
that the prototype servo-machine-integrated 20-N · m SAW torque
transducer is not unduly affected by machine-generated electromagnetic noise and exhibits similar dynamic behavior as a
conventional instrument inline torque transducer.
Index Terms—Filter noise, motion control, motor drives, observers, resonance, state feedback, surface acoustic wave (SAW)
devices, velocity control.

N OMENCLATURE
Jm
Jd
Kmd
R
J˜m
R̃
te

td

Motor inertia (in kilogram square meters).
Load inertia (in kilogram square meters).
Interconnecting shaft stiffness (in newton meters per
radian).
Inertia ratio Jd /Jm .
“Virtual” motor inertia (in kilogram square meters).
“Virtual” inertia ratio.
Controller output electromagnetic torque demand (assumed to be equivalent to actual electromagnetic torque;
in newton meters).
Load-side torque (in newton meters).
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tmd
ωn
ωa
ωm
ωd
ωq

ωr
ωx
Kp
Ki
Kd
Ks
Ka
Kpd
Kdd
ωrj
xm
xe
x̂e
t̂d
G
ωob

Torsional shaft torque (in newton meters).
Mechanical resonant frequency (in radians per second).
Mechanical antiresonant frequency (in radians per
second).
Motor angular velocity (in radians per second).
Load angular velocity (in radians per second).
Motor or load angular velocity (when motor and load
inertias are connected via an infinitely stiff shaft; in
radians per second).
Reference angular velocity (in radians per second).
Load-side closed-loop tracking bandwidth (in radians
per second).
Proportional gain.
Integral gain.
Derivative gain.
Proportional shaft torque gain.
Derivative shaft torque gain.
Proportional disturbance torque gain.
Derivative disturbance torque gain.
Rejection frequency (in radians per second).
Measured state variables.
State variables that need to be observed.
Observed state variables.
Observed load torque (in newton meters).
Observer gain matrix.
Observer −3 dB bandwidth (in radians per second).
I. I NTRODUCTION

L

OW-FREQUENCY periodic disturbances to servo control
systems are a common feature of industrial automation
systems. By way of example, web handling, where the material
is unwound from a roll, processed (coating layer, cutting, etc.),
and wound back onto another roll, often creates an increasingly
elliptical roll profile that loads the servo system in a cyclic
manner [2]—the frequency being determined by the rotational
speed of the wind, which changes with the amount of material
on the roll in order to maintain a constant web tension. To address such difficulties, it is common to increase the aggressiveness of the servo-drive control action to overcome any tendency
to deviate from a reference demand. However, constrained
control structures commonly employed in commercial servodrive systems, along with limited power capability and stability
margins, place upper limits on the achievable regulation and
tracking performance. An alternative is to feed a measurement
of load disturbance directly into the power converter (servo
amplifier) to provide a countering torque, thereby compensating
for the disturbance [2]–[7]—commonly referred to as feedforward disturbance decoupling.
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Rejection of periodic load disturbances in this manner constitutes a classical control problem when the torsional mechanical
system interconnecting the motor and load can be considered
infinitely stiff, and dynamic load perturbations can be measured
or estimated to a sufficiently high bandwidth, via a simple
rigid-body observer [8]. In the majority of cases, however, mechanical systems often exhibit low-frequency resonant behavior
with a fundamental frequency of < 300 Hz [9], load torque
cannot be directly measured, due to either cost or environmental
limitations, and recourse to controllers employing higher-order
observers (termed disturbance observer) that provide a realtime dynamic estimate of the disturbance is made [2]–[6],
[10]–[13]. For the sake of simplifying the theoretical analysis,
state observer dynamics are assumed to be of sufficiently high
bandwidth that they can be ignored. However, since feedforward compensation is applied directly into the servo amplifier,
its effectiveness is heavily dependent on the ability of the
disturbance observer to provide a sufficiently high-bandwidth
delay-free estimate of load, since phase delays significantly
impede the ability of the controller to compensate effectively,
and compromise stability [3], [14]. An unfortunate feature of
classical observer schemes is that they are inherently derivative in nature (i.e., they amplify high-frequency sensor noise),
and those employed for industrial motion-control applications
(where a quantized position signal from an encoder is normally
employed) are therefore forced to have significant bandwidth
constraints, which is usually < 100 Hz [9] in order to attenuate
high-frequency noise, unmodeled resonant modes, and compensate for additional measurement delays [2], [3], [14], [15].
Moreover, in such cases, the dynamics imparted by the use
of a relatively low-bandwidth observer unduly influences the
system dynamics, which ultimately affects the desired rejection performance [2], [3], [14]. Consequently, more complex
Kalman state estimators have been proposed [4], [10], [13],
where the unmodeled dynamics and noise are lumped together
and modeled as a Gaussian process. Nevertheless, in practical
systems, other characteristics that cannot be modeled by a white
noise covariance are inevitably present [9], [16], such as resonant peaks and/or speed-dependent mechanical eccentricities,
as well as signal contamination from power-converter highfrequency switching harmonics. Furthermore, the use of these
is computationally expensive, and therefore, recently, emphasis
has returned to the use of classical observer structures and
methodologies to provide maximum benefit by appropriate gain
design. However, few algorithms that compensate for the limitations imparted by a relatively low-bandwidth observer exist,
particularly in high-performance motion-control applications.
Until recently, difficulties in acquiring reliable low-noise
low-cost shaft torque transducers that are noninvasive to the mechanical drive system have precluded the use of measured shaft
torque feedback for disturbance rejection in all but a minority of
specialized closed-loop servo-drive systems. Often, commonly
employed torque transducers, viz., strain gauge and optical and
inductive devices, are too mechanically compliant when incorporated in a drive system, thereby degrading stability margins
and reducing closed-loop bandwidth. Moreover, the additional
cost associated with their integration is prohibitive. Surface
acoustic wave (SAW) devices are mechanically robust, exhibit
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Fig. 1. PMSM with integrated 20-N · m SAW torque transducer. (a) Illustration of the servo machine showing the location of SAW devices and RF module.
(b) Prototype servo machine.

Fig. 2. Mechanical schematic. (a) Two-inertia representation of a servo-drive
system. (b) Control block diagram.

high sensitivity and bandwidth, and are largely unaffected by
electromagnetic noise. They can be directly integrated into an
electrical machine assembly without significantly affecting the
mechanical stiffness of the motor shaft. For the study, SAW
devices and RF modules are mounted inside a commercial offthe-shelf permanent-magnet synchronous machine (PMSM),
directly onto the motor shaft between the front bearing and the
rotor magnets, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Additionally, Fig. 1(b)
shows the prototype PMSM with embedded SAW torque transducer and measurement display/output unit.
Here then, an investigation into improved tuning methodologies for the design of classical control schemes, particularly
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) and resonance ratio control (RRC), including the use of disturbance observers, is presented along with an appraisal of their relative attributes when
used with appropriate sensing technologies.
II. G ENERAL C ONTROLLER S TRUCTURE
Typically, a mechanical motor/load servo-drive system exhibits a fundamental resonant mode of < 300 Hz [9], which
often overlaps with the closed-loop bandwidth imposed by
the servo-drive control algorithm. In such cases, the servodrive system can be modeled using a two-inertia approximation
[1]–[14], [16], [18], [19]. Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic of a twoinertia servo-drive system consisting of two lumped inertias
Jm and Jd , which represent the motor and load, respectively,
coupled via a shaft of finite stiffness Kmd that is subject to
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Fig. 3. Controllers for a two-inertia mechanical model. (a) Classical PI controller. (b) Extended PI controller augmented with feedback of additional state
variables.

torsional torque tmd and excited by a combination of electromagnetic torque te and load torque perturbations td . The
motor angular velocity is denoted ωm , and the load velocity is
denoted ωd . Since damping losses are usually considered to be
relatively low, they are neglected without significantly affecting
the accuracy of the forgoing analysis [1]–[14], [16], [18], [19].
Fig. 2(b) shows a dynamic block diagram representation of the
system from which transfer functions describing the relationships between the electromagnetic torque produced by the servo
machine, and the machine rotor angular velocity (1) and the
load angular velocity (2), are obtained as
s2 + ωa2
ωm (s)
=
te (s)
Jm s3 + Jm ωn2 s

(1)

ωa2
ωd (s)
=
te (s)
Jm s3 + Jm ωn2 s

(2)

where the antiresonant frequency ωa and the resonant frequency
ωn are defined as

 
1
ωa = Kmd
(3)
Jd
√
ωn = ωa R + 1
(4)
and the load-to-motor inertia ratio is
R=

Jd
.
Jm

(5)

Fig. 3(a) shows a proportional and integral (PI)-type control structure and two-inertia mechanical model. It should be
noted that this control structure is equivalent to the classical

PI controller, i.e., the closed-loop poles are identical in both
cases. However, for the proposed structure, the closed-loop
transfer function from ωd /ωr (the tracking response) does not
contain closed-loop zeros. This has the advantage of allowing
the tracking response to be completely defined by the location
of the closed-loop poles. Moreover, the dynamics of the servoamplifier current controller, which are governed primarily by
delay time and −3-dB bandwidth, are assumed to be sufficient to have negligible effect on system response, thereby
allowing the servo amplifier to be modeled by a unity gain,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). A key limiting factor for raising the
dynamic bandwidth of the two-inertia system is, ultimately, the
response of the speed loop, which is limited by mechanical
resonances and the attributes of the position feedback sensor, by
the effects of noise injection (since estimated angular velocity
and acceleration are generally obtained from the derivative and
double derivative of quantized position) and sensor resonance
induced by the physical mounting of the sensor to the motor
(not specifically considered herein) [20].
By augmenting the basic controller with the feedback of
additional state variables, enhanced disturbance rejection performance can be achieved [1]–[12], [18], [19]. The general
structure of such an extended controller is shown in Fig. 3(b),
where G(s) is the transfer function describing the relationship between the observed t̂d and the actual load torque td ,
and Kpd and Kdd are the associated transfer feedback gains.
Furthermore, Ks and Kd represent the transfer feedback gains
associated with shaft torque and the estimated motor acceleration feedback (from second derivative of angular position),
respectively. For example, setting Kpd , Kdd , and Kd to zero
provides a PI controller with shaft torque feedback, referred to
as RRC [1]. Alternatively, setting Kpd , Kdd , and Ks to zero
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provides a classical PID control scheme [18] (i.e., employed
when shaft torque feedback is not available). Notably, the
resonant frequency of the experimental mechanical system is
≈110 Hz, and the SAW torque sensor and associated electronics
exhibit −3 dB > 2 kHz [1]. It is therefore assumed that the
measured and real shaft torque are identical over the frequency
of interest.
Both RRC and PID controller structures can be implemented
with the addition of disturbance feedback by setting the disturbance gains Kpd and Kdd to a nonzero value, i.e., when
Kpd = Kdd = 0, the disturbance feedback is inactive. By suitable manipulation and assuming that the disturbance torque
(as apposed to shaft torque) could be measured with a highbandwidth sensor, i.e., G(s) = 1


m s3 +(Kp −Kmd Kdd )s2 +(Ki +Kmd (1−Kpd )s /Jd
J
ωd


=
td J s4 +K s3 + J ω 2 (1+ R)+K
2
2
2

m
p
m
i s +Kp ω s+Ki ω
a

a

a

(6)
models the regulation dynamics imposed by the PID controller
with measured disturbance feedback, where Jm = Jm + Kd ,
 = Jd /Jm . Furthermore, (7), which is shown at the
and R
bottom of the page, models the regulation dynamics imposed
by the RRC controller with measured disturbance feedback,
 = R(1 + Ks ). The numerators of the
where Jm = Jm , and R
regulation dynamics describe the assignment of the closed-loop
transmission zeros. If, at a particular frequency, the numerator
equation is equal to zero, the transmission of a torque perturbation at that frequency is effectively blocked, i.e., completely
rejected from the load speed. However, without disturbance
feedback, when Kpd = Kdd = 0, the assignment of zeros is
simultaneously dependent on the assignment of the closed-loop
poles by the choice of Kp , Ki , and Kd for the PID, and Kp ,
Ki , and Ks for the RRC controller. The inclusion of disturbance feedback provides sufficient flexibility to independently
assign the closed-loop zeros in the regulation dynamics without
affecting the location of the closed-loop poles, since Kpd and
Kdd only appear in the numerator of (6) and (7). By adjusting
these gains, a pair of complex conjugate zeros are assigned to
the imaginary axis (no damping) for a user-defined frequency
ωrj , thereby rejecting periodic load-side disturbances at that
frequency.
The required disturbance torque gains for both PID and RRC
controllers are given by

Kpd =
Kdd

2 
Jm + Ki
Kmd (1 + Ks ) − ωrj
Kmd

Kp
=
Kmd

(8)
(9)
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TABLE I
PID AND RRC CONTROLLER GAINS FOR OPTIMAL LOAD-SIDE
TRACKING PERFORMANCE

where Ks = 0 and Jm = Jm + Kd for the PID controller, and
Jm = Jm for the RRC controller.
The closed-loop poles in (6) and (7) cannot be freely assigned
since there are only three adjustable control parameters to
change the four poles of the closed-loop denominator. However,
good damping performance and closed-loop bandwidth can be
achieved [1] by assigning the closed-loop poles according to the
coefficients of the optimal fourth-order polynomial, as defined
by the integral of time multiplied by absolute error (ITAE)
performance index using the gains in Table I [1].
III. E XTENDED O BSERVER -B ASED C ONTROL S TRUCTURES
A. Practical Disturbance Observer
For systems subject to periodic disturbances that cannot
be directly sensed, the extended control schemes in Fig. 3(b)
can be employed based on observer structures. Assuming the
disturbance torque to be a state variable that is slowly time
varying, implying that dtd /dt → 0, a simple augmented state
can be used to model the disturbance that is subsequently
estimated by the observer, i.e.,

(10)

Although many techniques can be used to assign the stateerror convergence dynamics, the method attributed to Gopinath
[5], [21] is employed here for simplicity. The state vector is
partitioned into two parts, i.e.,


ẋm
ẋe


=

A11 A12
A21 A22


·

Jm s3 + (Kp − Kmd Kdd )s2 + (Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks − Kpd )) s /Jd
ωd


=
td
Jm s4 + Kp s3 + Jm ωa2 (1 + R̃) + Ki s2 + Kp ωa2 s + Ki ωa2


B1
xm
u
+
xe
B2

(11)

(7)
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TABLE II
DISTURBANCE OBSERVER GAINS

Fig. 4. Block diagram representation of the observer structure.

where xm represents directly measured states, i.e., xm = y,
where y is the vector of measurable plant outputs, and xe
represents the remaining states that need to be observed. In the
case of the PID controller, only the motor speed ωm is sensed,
and the required partitions are represented by dotted lines in
(10). For the RRC controller, both ωm and tmd are sensed, and
the partitions are represented as dashed lines in (10). Letting
β = x̂e − Gxm (where x̂e represents the observed states), and
G is the observer gain matrix, the following is obtained from
Gopinath’s reduced-order theorem:
β̇ = xe (A22 − GA12 ) + xm (A21 − GA11 ) + (B2 − GB1 )u
x̂e = β + Gxm .

(12)

Hence, the PID controller requires a third-order observer,
and the RRC controller only requires a second-order observer.
For completeness, the dynamic structure of the observer is
illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows all the observed output states.
Of particular note is that neither the observed load speed ω̂d nor
the shaft torque t̂md is employed by the proposed controllers.
Although not specifically considered herein, the RRC controller
with disturbance feedback is realized without a shaft torque
sensor by augmenting the controller with a third-order observer
and utilizing t̂md . This, however, often results in controller
instability as a result of noise injection, since two observed
feedback signals are utilized by the controller. Additionally, if
either the PID or the RRC controller is augmented with additional ω̂d feedback, the closed-loop poles can be freely assigned
since this results in full state variable feedback. However, good
closed-loop damping is achievable with the proposed PID and
RRC controllers without the additional feedback of ω̂d , which
ultimately complicates system tuning and injects additional
controller noise, leading to potential instability and poor closedloop performance.
The transfer function G(s) in Fig. 3(b) that describes the
relationship between the observed t̂d and the actual load torque
td can be obtained from (12) [20] for the PID controller
t̂d (s)
−G3 ωa2
=
3
2
td (s)
Jm s − s G1 + s (ωa2 Jm + G2 Kmd ) − G3 ωa2

(13)

and the RRC controller
G2 ωa2
t̂d (s)
= 2
td (s)
s − sG1 Kmd + G2 ωa2

(14)

respectively, where the denominator equations describe the
observer pole locations. The observer poles are now assigned
according to the coefficients of the optimal second- and thirdorder ITAE polynomials by the observer gains given in Table II,
where ωob is the equivalent −3-dB observer bandwidth.
If the observer bandwidth (and therefore the observer poles)
is (are) assigned to be much greater than the closed-loop zeros
in (6) and (7), it can be assumed that the observer dynamics
do not unduly influence the performance of the closed-loop
regulation dynamics, i.e., the complex zeros do not significantly
move from their assigned location. However, in practice, the
observer poles cannot be placed significantly higher since there
exists a tradeoff between the bandwidth of the observer and
the filtering of high-frequency noise. Moreover, in the case of
the proposed control scheme, where the derivative of observed
load torque is injected directly into the controller output [see
Fig. 3(b)], the attenuation of high-frequency noise is of greater
importance if the control scheme is to be practically realizable.
To examine the additional noise-amplifying attributes imparted
by the observer structure, the transfer function from the sensed
motor speed ωm to the observed disturbance torque t̂d is derived
for the full-order observer as employed with the PID controller
t̂d (s)
ωm (s)

full

=

Jm G3 s s2 + ωa2 (1 + R)
Jm s3 − s2 G1 + s (ωa2 Jm + G2 Kmd ) − G3 ωa2
(15)

and the reduced-order observer employed with the RRC
controller
t̂d (s)
ωm (s)

reduced

=

s2

−G2 Kmd s
.
− sG1 Kmd + G2 ωa2

(16)

From (15) and (16), it can be seen that lims→∞ |(t̂d (s)/
ωm (s))full | = |G3 | and lims→∞ |(t̂d (s)/ωm (s))reduced | = 0,
i.e., at high frequencies, the full-order observer does not attenuate the high-frequency spectra imposed on motor speed sensor
feedback, while the reduced-order observer imparts attenuation
at the rate of −20 dB/dec, thereby significantly attenuating
the noise contribution from the speed signal. Furthermore, the
PID controller also requires a contribution of estimated motor
acceleration feedback (obtained from the second derivative of
motor angular position), thereby further increasing the level of
controller-induced noise.
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Nevertheless, the reduced-order observer is also subjected to
a noise injection from the torque transducer, as described by
the transfer function from the sensed shaft torque tmd , to the
observed disturbance torque t̂d given by
t̂d (s)
tmd (s)

reduced

=

G2 s2 + ωa2
s2 − sG1 Kmd + G2 ωa2

(17)

where it can be seen that lims→∞ |(t̂d (s)/tmd (s))reduced | =
|G2 |, i.e., at high frequencies, the reduced-order observer cannot attenuate high-frequency noise on shaft torque feedback.
However, if the shaft torque is measured directly and exhibits
a good signal-to-noise ratio [1], its noise contribution is considered small when compared with that of the speed signal.
It is therefore expected that the RRC controller will exhibit
improved noise immunity (and therefore improved robustness
due to increased attenuation of high-frequency unmodeled
dynamics) compared to the PID counterpart.
B. Controllers With Observed Disturbance Feedback
Consider the case when G(s), which is the transfer function
describing the relationship between the observed t̂d and the
actual load torque given by (13) and (14), is included in the disturbance feedback. Equations (18) and (19), which are shown
at the bottom of the page, provide the modified closed-loop
transfer functions describing the regulation dynamics for the
PID and RRC controllers with observed disturbance feedback,
respectively. For the PID case (18), it can be seen that the
numerator is fifth order (excluding the s/Jd multiplier term)
and comprises one real and two pairs of complex zeros that
can be assigned by the selection of the observer bandwidth ωob
and the disturbance feedback gains Kpd and Kdd . Similarly,
for the RRC case (19), the numerator is fourth order and

ωd
td

ωd
td
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comprises two pairs of complex zeros that can be independently
assigned. Hence, in each case, by proper adjustment of the
gains, the closed-loop system dynamics can be tuned to reject a
specific user-defined frequency while eliminating the effects of
observer dynamics on rejection performance, i.e., a relatively
slow disturbance observer can be realized that attenuates highfrequency noise, without sacrificing the primary control objective of attenuating a periodic disturbance from the load-side
velocity profile.
The following equation is a fifth-order polynomial factored
into two parts:
2
s2 + ωrj

s3 + as2 + bs + c = s5 + s4 a + s3 (b + ωrj )
2
2
2
a + sbωrj
+ cωrj
.
+s2 c + ωrj

(20)

The first, which is a complex root, represents the user-defined
rejection frequency ωrj , where the damping ratio equals zero.
The second factor, which is a third-order polynomial, defines
the arbitrary location of the other roots.
Equating the numerator of (18) with the expanded polynomial in (20), expressions for the disturbance feedback gains
Kpd and Kdd can be derived for the PID controller that enables
ωrj and the observer bandwidth to be independently assigned,
as shown in (21) and (22) at the bottom of the page.
In a similar manner, for the RRC controller, the numerator of
(19) is equated to a factorized fourth-order polynomial
2
(s2 + bs + c)
s2 + ωrj
2
2
2
+ sωrj
= s4 + s3 b + s2 c + ωrj
b + cωrj

(23)

which gives the resulting disturbance feedback gains in (24) and
(25) at the bottom of the next page.





m s5 + (Kp + 1.75ωob Jm )s4 + 2.15ω 2 Jm + 1.75ωob Kp + Ki + Kmd s3


J


ob
 


2
3 
2
 + 2.15ωob Kp + ωob Jm + 1.75ωob [Ki + Kmd ] s





3
2
3
3
3
s
+ ωob
Kp + 2.15ωob
[Ki + Kmd ] − Jd Kdd ωob
ωa2 s + ωob
[Ki + Kmd ] − Jd Kpd ωob
ωa2





=
(18)
Jd
 + Ki s2 + Kp ω 2 s + Ki ω 2 · (s3 + 1.75ωob s2 + 2.15ω 2 s + ω 3 )
Jm s4 + Kp s3 + Jm ωa2 (1 + R)
a
a
ob
ob


4
3
2
2
Jm s + (Kp + 1.4ωob Jm )s + ωob Jm + 1.4ωob Kp + [Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks )] s
2
2
2
2
K + 1.4ωob [Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks )] − Jd Kdd ωob
ωa2 s + ωob
[Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks )] − Jd Kpd ωob
ωa2
s + ωob

 p



=
(19)
Jd
 + Ki s2 + Kp ω 2 s + Ki ω 2 · s2 + 1.4ωob s + ω 2
Jm s4 + Kp s3 + Jm ω 2 (1 + R)
a

Kpd =

Kdd =

a

a

ob



3
2
3
2
2 
Jm ωob
(Ki + Kmd ) − ωrj
+ 2.15ωob
Kp + 1.75ωob (Ki + Kmd ) − ωrj
(Jm ωob 1.75 + Kp )
ωob
3 ω2
Jd ωob
a



3
2
2
2
2 
Jm 2.15ωob
Jm
ωob
Kp + 2.15ωob
(Ki + Kmd ) − ωrj
+ 1.75ωob Kp + Ki + Kmd − ωrj
3 ω2
Jd ωob
a

(21)

(22)
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TABLE III
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

IV. R EGULATION F REQUENCY R ESPONSE
A two-inertia test facility consisting of a 1.1-kW prototype
PMSM with integrated SAW torque transducer [see Fig. 1(b)]
and a similarly rated commercial PMSM (Control Techniques
Ltd. Unidrive SP), representing the motor and load inertias,
respectively, is now used for the experimental validation of the
presented theoretical principles. The controllers and observers
are implemented on a dSpace hardware-in-the-loop development platform. Both machines are excited by identical servo
amplifiers (Control Techniques Ltd. Unidrive SP) and interconnected via an additional inline SAW-based torque transducer.
The mechanical parameters of the test facility are given in
Table III. Using the presented control structures, dynamic simulation models of the experimental closed-loop system are now
used to provide performance comparisons. Regulation performance is evaluated via the closed-loop system’s ability to reject
a sinusoidal load-side disturbance. By way of example, the
load-side disturbance is a 3-N · m 62.8-rad/s (10-Hz) sine wave.
A. Case (i)—Assume an Ideal (High-Bandwidth)
Disturbance Observer
In this case, the dynamics of the observer are of sufficient
bandwidth that the designer would normally neglect their influence on the closed-loop system; hence, an ideal infinite
bandwidth disturbance torque feedback is assumed. The gains
Kpd and Kdd are therefore chosen according to (8) and (9),
where ωrj = 62.8 rad/s. To illustrate the influence of the
observer dynamics (which have been ignored in this case)
on the resulting regulation performance, Fig. 5 compares the
closed-loop frequency response from disturbance torque td to
load speed ωd as the observer bandwidth ωob is varied, see
Table II. In particular, Fig. 5(a) shows the PID controller that
employs the full-order observer, while Fig. 5(b) shows the
RRC controller that employs the reduced-order observer. Additionally, for comparison, the regulation performance without
disturbance feedback is also shown and is notably identical for
both controllers. The results show that both control schemes
impart similar attenuation characteristics as ωob is reduced, and

Fig. 5. Regulation performance when disturbance gains are chosen assuming
case (i) as an ideal (infinite bandwidth) observer. (a) PID controller. (b) RRC
controller.

Fig. 6. Regulation performance when disturbance gains are chosen assuming
case (ii) as a nonideal (finite bandwidth) observer. (a) PID controller. (b) RRC
controller.

in both cases, the dynamics attributed to the observer unduly
influences the ability of the closed-loop system to attenuate ωrj ,
even when relatively high-bandwidth observers are employed.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that, in general, the low-frequency
disturbance rejection performance is improved with the implementation of disturbance feedback.
B. Case (ii)—Assume a Nonideal Disturbance Observer
In this case, the disturbance torque feedback is assumed to
be nonideal, and the dynamics of the disturbance observer are
included in the tuning procedure. The disturbance gains are
chosen according to (21) and (22) for the PID controller and
to (24) and (25) for the RRC controller, where again ωrj =
62.8 rad/s. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the regulation frequency
response for the PID and RRC controllers, respectively, as ωob
is varied. It can be seen that, for both controllers, reducing
the bandwidth of the observer does not significantly influence
the control objective, i.e., the attenuation at ωrj remains constant. However, a relatively low-bandwidth observer, in general,
reduces the attenuation at low frequencies, i.e., when ω <
ωrj , as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). Furthermore, when the
observer bandwidth approaches, or is less than, the desired
rejection frequency, low-frequency disturbances are amplified
when compared with the case with no disturbance feedback.

Kpd =

2
2
2
2
ωob
(Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks )) − ωrj
Jm + 1.4ωob Kp + Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks ) − ωrj
Jm
ωob
2
2
Jd ωob ωa

(24)

Kdd =

2
2
Kp + 1.4ωob (Ki + Kmd (1 + Ks )) − ωrj
(Kp + 1.4ωob Jm )
ωob
2
2
Jd ωob ωa

(25)
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Fig. 8. PID controller tuned assuming ideal disturbance observer.
(a) No disturbance feedback. (b) Disturbance feedback, case (i), ωob = 2ωrj .
(c) Disturbance feedback, case (i), ωob = 2.5ωrj .

Fig. 7. PID controller. (a) No disturbance feedback. (b) Disturbance feedback,
case (i), ωob = 2ωrj . (c) Disturbance feedback, case (ii), ωob = 2ωrj .

It is therefore desirable to employ an observer of sufficient
bandwidth to ensure adequate rejection of the low-frequency
band, particularly in the event of a variation in the disturbance
frequency. Moreover, it can be seen that, in general, the RRC
controller improves the low-frequency attenuation for a given
observer bandwidth when compared with the performance of
the PID controller.
Fig. 7 shows an example time-domain response imparted by
the PID controller when subjected to a sinusoidal load-side
disturbance of 3 N · m and 62.8 rad/s (10 Hz), which shows
both the load speed ωd and the shaft torque tmd . In particular,
Fig. 7(a) shows the response with no disturbance feedback,
and Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows the response with disturbance
feedback for cases (i) and (ii), respectively, where, in both
cases, ωob = 2ωrj . It can be seen that significant improvement
of the regulation performance is obtained in case (ii) [Fig. 7(c)],
where load perturbations are almost completely rejected from
the load speed, compared with case (i) [Fig. 7(b)], where only
a small attenuation of the load perturbation is evident.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The experimental results now presented are in response to
a 3-N · m sinusoidal disturbance torque with a frequency of
62.8 rad/s (10 Hz), where the speed controller reference is
chosen to be constant at 10 rad/s. For all the results, shaft
torque measurements are obtained from the integrated torque
transducer [17]. Fig. 8 shows the time-domain regulation
performance imparted by the PID controller for case (i) as

the observer bandwidth is increased. The controller output te
(which is assumed to be electromagnetic torque production)
is also shown to demonstrate the levels of controller noise.
Specifically, Fig. 8(a) shows the response with no disturbance
feedback, and Fig. 8(b) and (c) shows the response with disturbance feedback for ωob = 2ωrj and 2.5ωrj , respectively.
Notably, Fig. 8(a) and (b) depicts the same events used in the
simulation results of Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 8,
therefore, it can be seen that increasing the observer bandwidth
ωob significantly increases the controller-induced noise with
only a small improvement in disturbance attenuation.
Fig. 9 shows the PID controller responses for case (ii) as the
observer bandwidth is increased, where ωob = 0.5ωrj , ωrj , and
1.25ωrj , respectively. It can be seen that load perturbations are
rejected from the load speed, and rejection performance is not
unduly influenced by the bandwidth of the observer. Furthermore, when the observer bandwidth is less than the rejection
frequency [Fig. 9(a)], i.e., when ωob = 0.5ωrj , the controller
noise is attenuated to levels comparable to that obtained with
no disturbance feedback [Fig. 8(a)].
Of note is that when ωob > 1.5ωrj (> 15 Hz), instability
occurs when using the PID controller [for case (ii)] due to
the excitation of high-order dynamics by elevated noise levels.
By comparison, the RRC controller can employ an observer of
much higher bandwidth before instability occurs, when ωob >
3.5ωrj (> 35 Hz), by virtue of the reduced noise levels. By
way of example, Fig. 10 shows the responses of the RRC
controller for ωob = 2.5ωrj , i.e., when the torque feedback is
derived from the integrated torque transducer (within the case
of the motor) [Fig. 10(a)] and the conventional inline instrument transducer (coupled between motor and load machines)
[Fig. 10(b)], respectively. It can be seen that the use of the integrated or inline transducer results in near-identical responses,
thereby demonstrating their equivalent dynamic capability.
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Fig. 9. PID controller tuned assuming nonideal disturbance observer.
(a) Disturbance feedback, case (ii), ωob = 0.5ωrj . (b) Disturbance feedback,
case (ii), ωob = ωrj . (c) Disturbance feedback, case (ii), ωob = 1.25ωrj .

Fig. 11. Controllers tuned assuming nonideal disturbance observer with
30% reduction in frequency of disturbance perturbation. (a) No disturbance
feedback. (b) Disturbance feedback, case (ii), PID controller, ωob = ωrj .
(c) Disturbance feedback, case (ii), RRC controller (integrated transducer),
ωob = 2.5ωrj .

Fig. 10. RRC controller tuned assuming nonideal disturbance observer.
(a) Disturbance feedback, case (ii) (integrated transducer), ωob = 2.5ωrj .
(b) Disturbance feedback, case (ii) (inline transducer), ωob = 2.5ωrj .

Furthermore, Figs. 9 and 10 demonstrate the equivalence of
the PID and RRC controllers with observer disturbance feedback. However, by virtue of increased observer bandwidth and
improved rejection performance [compare Fig. 6(a) and (b)],
the RRC controller, in general, imparts improved disturbance
rejection over the low-frequency band, which results in “flatter”
unperturbed load speed traces. By way of a further example,
Fig. 11 compares the responses of the PID and RRC controllers with a 30% reduction in the frequency of the load
perturbation (from 10 to 6.5 Hz). It can be seen that the
RRC controller [Fig. 11(c)] almost completely rejects the lowfrequency perturbations from the load speed compared with
the PID controller [Fig. 11(b)], where only a small attenuation
of the load perturbations is evident, when compared with no
disturbance feedback [Fig. 11(a)]. These results demonstrate
the requirement of a higher bandwidth observer to generally

ensure adequate rejection of low frequencies (see Fig. 6). As
previously discussed, this is of particular importance as the
frequency of the load perturbation is likely to vary in the field.
In such cases, therefore, an RRC controller is again the preferred solution.
It should be noted that to maintain clarity of the presented
results, only those of significant importance have been given explicitly in Figs. 7–11. Nevertheless, other results of interest can
also be readily obtained from the data presented in Tables I –IV
and (13), (14), (21), (22), (24), and (25), for instance.
VI. C ONCLUSION
To address the effects of periodic load-side disturbance
torques on the load speed profile, extended controllers, based
on classical feedforward compensation, have been proposed.
For the investigation, a SAW torque transducer is mounted
inside a commercial off-the-shelf PMSM. The extended controllers therefore retain the flexibility afforded by the PID and
RRC control schemes [1] to simultaneously impart optimal
closed-loop damping by allowing the independent selection
of virtual inertia ratio while additionally facilitating the independent assignment of regulation transmission zeros such
that, when properly assigned, it enables the rejection of a
periodic disturbance torque from the load speed. It is shown
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that reducing the bandwidth of the disturbance observer, to
suppress noise, adversely affects the performance of the feedforward compensation (since the zeros move away from their
assigned location). To address this, appraisal has been given
to the combined observer and controller dynamics, with the
zeros reassigned, and demonstrating that the bandwidth of the
observer need not effect the rejection of a periodic disturbance,
thereby enabling significantly lower-bandwidth observers to be
employed, i.e., the observer bandwidth can be lower than the
rejection frequency.
The equivalence of the PID and RRC controllers with observer disturbance feedback is demonstrated. However, for
applications where the frequency of the periodic disturbance
is varying, it is shown that higher bandwidth disturbance observers are required to maximize the disturbance attenuation
over all of the low-frequency band (as well as the desired
rejection frequency), thereby attenuating a wide range of possible frequencies. In such cases, therefore, it is shown that the
RRC controller is the preferred solution since it can employ
significantly higher observer bandwidths, when compared to
PID counterparts, by virtue of reduced noise sensitivity. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the 20-N · m SAW torque
transducer integrated into the casing of the servo machine, as
employed by the RRC controller, is not unduly affected by
machine-generated electromagnetic noise and exhibits similar
dynamic behavior as the conventional instrument inline torque
transducer (coupled between motor and load). Moreover, the
replacement of the conventional inline torque transducer in
favor of the machine-integrated solution eliminates the requirement of additional transmission couplings and ultimately
increases transmission stiffness. Furthermore, the mechanical
modifications to the commercial PMSM are minimal, which
increases the total machine cost by only a few percent.
Finally, it should be noted that to provide a comparative
theoretical analysis of the presented control schemes, this paper
is limited to considering only the linear region of system operation. Nevertheless, consideration of nonlinear saturation, for
instance, such as electromagnetic torque limits, is ultimately of
important practical significance, albeit beyond the scope of this
paper. This is currently the subject of further research activity
based on nonlinear control techniques and will be reported as
an extension to this paper in due course.
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